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This paper intends to examine ways of seeing 1  visual imagery 

today, through investigating some historical imaging processes and 

related visual concepts, and also through addressing the problem of 

spoken and written language in relation to current acts of 
representation and interpretation. While the images examined in this 

paper were sourced and responded to through social media 

(Twitter), and this author recognizes the significance of Twitter’s 

contemporary theatre of exchange, this is not an investigation into 

social media issues. 1  Rather this paper intends to address 

contemporary imaging and how new points of view (earth viewed 

from space and technical advances in visual imaging), might impact 
contemporary ways of seeing and perceiving. 
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HEADING 1. 
Ways of Seeing and Visualcy 
John Berger in his 1972 text Ways of Seeing, tells us ‘seeing comes before words; the child looks and 

recognizes before it can speak. …It is seeing which establishes our place in the surrounding world. We 

explain that world with words…. But the relationship between what we see and what we know is never 
settled…’ 1 This problematic schism between literary description and visual experience - how can words 

precisely describe a shared visual image when we individually experiences what we see ? – came into 

play recently in a series of extraordinary images taken and tweeted by Canadian astronaut Commander 

Chris Hadfield, from the International Space Station (ISS). Hadfield’s photographs show segments of 

earth seen directly from above (at a distance of approximately 220 miles / 354 kilomiters), often 

containing no situating signature (such as a horizon or the curvature of the earth), and frequently 

resembling abstract painting rather than geological form2. With these images Hadfield attached a brief 
text, sometimes naming the location of the image, other times including a comment or asking his 

audience (Twitter followers), what they saw in the image. How we see, interpret and understand what 

we see, and significantly how we describe to others what we see, is important not only to share 

information, but also individually to aid learning in all disciplines, and as a tool to negotiate the personal 

every day.  This important skill, generally termed Visual Literacy, would I propose be more clearly 

defined if it were not fixed to an implied written and or text based discipline, but rather placed alongside 

Literacy and Numeracy under its own term Visualcy.3  Thus emphasizing the importance of seeing and 

of developing the ability of perceiving and interpreting that which is seen, as separate from the ability to 
read and write or to work with numbers.                                                                                                     

HEADING 2. 
The difficulty of using words to share visual information.  On the 28th of March (2013) Commander 

Hadfield tweeted to earth a photograph of a deep green lake surrounded by brown mountains, words 

attached to the image were as follows; “This Bolivian lake looks to me like a dinosaur's jaws. What do 

you see?” 4Studying the detailed view of the lake, I interpreted the image as including the forms and 

outlines describing a little girl and a dragon’s head, or to put it more succinctly Hadfield’s image looked 

to me like a little girl with a dragon. Through this investigating process I understood what John Berger 

 

1 J. Berger, S. Blomberg, C. Fox, M. Dibb, R. Hollis. Ways of Seeing. 

2 Megan Garber ‘NASA or MOMA Play the Game! ‘ in The Atlantic online 21st March 2013  
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/03/nasa-or-moma-play-the-
game/274212/?google_editors_picks=true&buffer_share=1bad8&utm_source=buffer 

3 W. J.T Mitchell, ‘Visual Literacy or Literal Visualcy’ in Visual Literacy, ed J. Elkins, US/UK: Routledge, 2007. Mitchell 
investigates the nature of visual proficiency asking ‘to what extent does verbal literacy involve …visual competence’ yet 
Mitchell avoids negotiating a clear term ( free from other disciplines), for this specific faculty.   

4 @cmds_Hadfild. 2:38 PM -28 Mar 2013 Twitter    accessed Dec 30 2014 
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had meant by telling us ‘…the relationship between what we see and what we know is never settled’5. 

Words may describe my point of view – where I am in relation to what I’m looking at, and how I interpret 

what I see, but words do not show another observer what my eyes see, not only because words have 

multiple meanings depending on the individual, but also because we see and interpret what we see 

individually. As philosopher Jaques Lacan states in his Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis   
‘I see only from my one point but in my existence I’m looked at from all sides.’6 While others can see us 

from every imaginable viewpoint, we are locked into seeing everything from our one singular point of 

view. Ultimately words can only describe an individual’s response, rather than share a clear vision of 

that which the individual has observed. But as words fail to pinpoint one view, it is the oscillating unfixed 

characteristic of words in the context of visual description (either in text or in recorded narration) that 

allows a reader or listener to conjure (in their mind’s eye) their own image, and in so doing to inhabit the 

space often taken even imposed upon by images invented by others. Indeed in the contest of reading or 

listening to words some prefer to be given space to imagine, rather than to have someone else’s vision 
thrust upon them. As writer Clive Anderson explains in his 2011 article Radio: It’s like TV but the 

Pictures are Better, listeners to Douglas Adams’s Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy could match Adams’s 

vision (in their minds eye), while TV and later the movie struggled to achieve a convincing two headed 

character or to successfully portray Adams’s end of the universe.7 And so in this theatre of imagination 

and interpretation, it stands that if an individual intends to describe to another individual exactly how they 

see an image, then an image rather than words, is required to achieve that task.  

        

Figure 1: Cmdr Hadfield’s image of a Bolivian Lake8    M.Foá’s drawn interpretation  

 

5 J. Berger, S. Blomberg, C. Fox, M. Dibb, R. Hollis. Ways of Seeing. 

6 J. Lacan, Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis trans, A. Sheridan, UK: Penguin books, 1979. 

7 C. Anderson, ‘Radio: It’s like TV but the pictures are better,’ in MailOnLine March 12 2011. (Accessed December 1 
2013) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/moslive/article-1364899/Radio-Its-like-TV-pictures-better-CLIVE-
ANDERSON.html 

8 Commander Chris Hadfield’s CSA/NASA images are not copyrighted for use in online information contexts.  
All photographs included in this paper are taken by Commander Chris Hadfield, CSA/NASA.   
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/formedia/features/MP_Photo_Guidelines.html#.Up3baOHnVgU1980. 
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HEADING 3 

Visual expectations and the danger of the spectacle  

Given Hadfield’s propensity for playfulness during instruction, (in numerous Youtube films Hadfield can 

be seen in the ISS, displaying scientific phenomena while cheerfully floating in zero gravity- bringing 

space science to the masses, as Carl Sagan did in his day9), it is likely that Hadfield intended in his 

question ‘What do you see’? to trigger his follower’s imagination, and   

I welcomed his brief aside as an invitation to play.   

We have often seen photographs made by astronauts on the ISS, and they are in general lovely images, 

though nothing more. Perhaps having a complaisant response to images from space; is more a sign of 

our times,10 informed by frequent Computer Generated Imagery in Science Fiction movies, and Hubble 

Telescope photographs, rather than a general indifference to images from outer space. Dr Elizabeth 

Kessler in her text The Astronomical Sublime is concerned with images of discovery from The Hubble 

Space Telescope ‘that awe and inform’, explaining how these images are constructed Kessler goes on 

to say ‘Hubble images are made, not born...woven together from the incoming data from the cameras, 
… and given colors [identifying different gaseous components] that bring out features that eyes would 

otherwise miss’. While Situationist and psychogeographer Guy Debord in his seminal 1967 text The 

Society of the Spectacle may have warned us ‘the spectacle is … a technological exiling of human 

powers’ and ‘ … philosophizes reality [turning] the material life of everyone into a universe of 

speculation,’11 I propose the images from space that now immerse our society, reach beyond tempting 

or taunting us with desire for material gains, instead those extraordinary images that startle beyond our 

everyday imagery, awaken innate traits grown from curiosity, to dream, to reach further, and to explore. 

Yet it is because contemporary technologies displaying extraordinary visions continue to advance, that 
our expectations of the spectacularly amazing also continue to grow, and we now seek even more 

extraordinary backlit and surprising visual spectacles to be satiated, so perhaps Debord was correct to 

warn us of the dangers of a universe of speculation after all.12   Although my visual translations of 

Hadfield’s photographs are intended as playful interactions reinterpreting various geographical sites 

from my point of view, I am mindful that this process could be seen as a disrespectful imposition. 

 

9 C. Sagan, Cosmos, US: Abacus Books, 1990 

10 Since the 1968 Apollo 8 image of earth rising over the moon, we have seen our home planet clearly from a detached 
point of view.  

11 G. Debord, The Society of the Spectacle. trans. D. Nicholson-Smith, US: Zone Books, 1994. 

12 A review by this author (aka MK Palomar) of the 2013 London Maritime Museum’s exhibition Visions of the Universe, 
addresses the spectacle of space imagery and different processes employed throughout history to image space.   
http://www.studiointernational.com/index.php/visions-of-the-universe 
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Particularly because Hadfield in the ISS traveling at a speed of approximately 17,500mph, while looking 

at earth rotating at approximately 1,040mph, and while floating in zero gravity, manages (with acute 

visually proficiency), to identify (through over 3 inches of various glass cupola windows), distinct details, 

rather than the passing blur that those of us with less aptitude might achieve. When examining 

Hadfield’s photographs, it is important to remember that all processes of image making, require the 
practitioner’s proficiency of selection to structure the resulting composition. Hadfield’s images, arrived at 

through experience honed to seek out a detail from within a large moving globe, reveal his highly 

advanced visual skills, within this very particular contemporary ‘off earth’ point of view.  Hadfield has an 

exceptionally acute eye for the fine aesthetic in the coming together of various geographical 

phenomena. Where sea meets land, where river cuts valley, were fauna, forest, sand, ice or salt form 

islands on different terrain, the images Hadfield captures and composes are a pristine sublime of the 

patterning and interactions in different geological details. Hadfield’s photographs, jewel like in their 

esthetic beauty; celebrate the richness of geological differences contained on our home planet, much 
like a painter might delight in applying a color spectrum to a vast range of surface textures in a conjuring 

of landscape.  

 

          

Figure2: Cmdr Hadfield image of Manchester13      M.Foá’s drawn interpretation  

 

HEADING 4  

Exploring through Drawing and misinterpretations: looking back and forward. I determined to draw my 

interpretations of Hadfields images and in the slow eye to hand to graphite on paper process of 

translation, reflected on the work of early astronomers such as Sir John Herschel. Herschel’s 1835 

drawing of the great Nebula in Orion, preceded the first photograph taken by Henry Drapper in 1880.  

This hand to eye to tool process of documentation also brought to mind John Berger’s idea that ‘ For the 

 

13 @cmds_Hadfild. 9:21AM-8 Apr 2013 Manchester, England, home to tow great football teams battling in the derby tonight. Who is your 
pick? accessed Dec 30 2014 
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artist drawing is discovery…. It is the actual act of drawing; that forces the artist to look at the object in 

front of him, to dissect it in his mind's eye and put it together again…. A line, an area of tone, is not really 

important because it records what you have seen, but because of what it will lead you on to see.14  

While Berger illuminates the essence of exploration in the process of observing and recording by hand, 

Walter Benjamin in his 1936 text The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction15 finds that 
technology (the photographic lens) has reached such a speed as to ‘perceive more swiftly than the hand 

can draw’. Concerned by the affects of the advancement of technology on creative processes (in 

particular that a reproduction can never inhabit the authentic original’s presence in time and space, its 

unique existence at the time where it happens to be), Benjamin also observed that in sound film ‘the 

process of pictorial reproduction has accelerated so enormously that it could keep pace with speech.’  

When we realize how fast the advance of technology has been in less than two hundred years since 

John Herchel’s drawing (178 years ago) – and in the light of current digital, virtual and interactive 

revolutionary technological developments - it can be said that imaging processes now keep pace with 
the speed of thought, in some cases technology even interacts with and anticipates our thoughts– visual 

or otherwise. How many times does spell check tell us what we want to say before we have finished 

trying to think it?  While technological advancements have changed creative processes- so our reception 

and speed of comprehension has gathered pace, although some of us often need to re train to keep 

synchronize with those experts whose newly invented apps gadgets and software populate our lives. 

This ongoing advancement – echoes the Chinese whispers WW11 joke - a message from the frontline 

‘Send reinforcements we are going to advance’ wrongly interpreted as ‘ send three and four pence we 

are going to a dance,’ illustrating how misinterpretation can creatively meander. Some might suggest 
that such meanderings albeit scattered with mistakes, also maintain a creative flow.   Hadfields images 

often containing no indication of orientation, are therefore full of potential creative meanderings and or 

misinterpretations. No visual reference to the context of planet earth in space, and no indication of up or 

down, no horizon, no east west north or south. The loss of orientation activates a visual ambiguity. At 

times the shadows from mountains imply protrusions, while in other pictures; mountains appear to 

recede–a volcano may look like a deep hole - rivers seem to rise up from the surrounding terrain as 

though they are floating lines of mercury. There is in this optical slippage an element of a Wittengstein 
type ‘seeing as’ a duck or a rabbit.16 However the ‘either or’ duck rabbit research on perception, was 

undertaken in the 1950s, and it is possible that through the 60 interim years, in which our western 

society has been progressively saturated in moving and still imagery, we have now become more adept 
 

14 John Berger, Berger on Drawing, Ireland: Occasional press, 2007 

15 H. Arendt (ed), Illuminations, UK: Cape 1970, p 219-226. Originally published in Zeitschrift fur Sozialfirschung V,I, 
1936. Abridged from Walter Benjamin, ‘A Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction’ in Illuminations, Suhrkamp 
Verlag, Frankfurt. 1955.  

16  http://faculty.ccri.edu/paleclerc/existentialism/perc_figure.shtml Notes from Wittengenstein’s Perceptual 
Interpretation- The Duck Rabbit figure, selected extracts online edited by Paul Leclerc Community College Rhode Island 
2004. 
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at visual cognition and interpretation. Perhaps it could be said that we are now perceptually competent 

to interpret both the duck and the rabbit at the same time. The advance in process and reception of 

visual information is evident when we remember the slow editing and fixed camera work of early T’V and 

cinema, and compare those plodding processes to the current swiftly spliced edits in film today.  

Regarding our speeded up competence in particular our fast reception of narrative, Johann N. Schmidt 
(Professor of English Literature and Media studies at the University of Hamburg) explains that it was in 

the introduction of DVD that we began interacting with the navigation space, slowing, repeating, fast 

forwarding the film and  ‘ This ..fragmented reception gradually led to new perceptive appropriations of 

cinema, also changing the user’s sense of narrative, which is no longer predominantly linear. ……..[but 

rather] an attitude of bricolage-  which is closer to …….  narrative arrangements according to the 

outward criteria of selectivity, interactivity, and versatility.17  As we interact with developing technology 

our own perceptions shift – sometimes dancing and sometimes advancing.  

 

          

Figure 3 Cmdr_Hadfield US Mexican Border   18 M.Foá’s drawn interpretation 

HEADING 5 

Drawing from Hadfield’s images. 

I selected to reinterpreted Hadfields images in which a detail of our planets surface revealed multiple 

interactions between numerous elements of various textures (including cloud, light, ice, snow, rock, 

sand, salt, water, forest, farmland cityscape and earth), and in which the shapes and forms suggested 

numerous readings, and were not therefore restricted to a singular clichéd interpretation that might direct 

any one particular style of marking or drawing.  

From March to May 2013, the re-interpreting of Hadfield’s images became my daily drawing exercise, in 

 

17 J. H. Schmidt, ‘Narration in Film,’22nd Jan 2013, in The Living Handbook of Narratology, online. (Accessed Dec 1 2013) 
http://www.lhn.uni-hamburg.de/article/narration-film 

18  @Cmdr_Hadfield  2:14PM-8 May 2013. ‘Same land different politics. US-Mexican border  seen from space. 
pic.twitter.com/rsEnFX0enN    Accessed Dec 30 2014 
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some ways similar to lying on a hillside identifying the shapes of clouds as they reformed on the wind. 

The practical process was very straightforward (those readers who are of a gadget precious disposition 

look away now). I clicked onto Hafield’s tweets selected the image he had posted and using my 

computer screen as a light box (placing paper onto the monitor-the screen illumination was strong 

enough to reveal the photograph through the paper), in this way I drew/traced the image directly from 
my laptop monitor. Intending that my interpretation of the image would be easily seen, I focused on my 

reading, concentrating on the areas that underlined that image, and paying less attention to other details 

in the frame. Three visual processes came into play; Pareidola, which as Kim Ann Zimmermann 

explains in her on line ‘Live Science’ text Pareidolia: Seeing Faces in Unusual Places, (2012) ‘…is a 

…generalized term for seeing [figurations]…in random data.’19 And Apophenia, which as Dr Bruce 

Poulsen warns in his 2012 text, Can we find pleasure and amusement in faulty reasoning? is simply an 

example of “Our relentless detection of patterns [as] part of our larger search for meaning.”20 The third 

visual process that I am aware of activating in the redrawing of Hadfield’s images is DVL (Dyslexic 
Visual Literacy). DVL is a term designed by Dr Brian O’Keefe to celebrate the condition of those with 

Dyslexia, in particular four Dyslexic attributes being; Visual thinking, Spacial ability, Pattern recognition 

and Problem solving.   After weeks of being awash in Pareidola, Apophenia, and DVL, rather than 

becoming visually deluded through so much looking, the more I looked the more I saw, mimicking again 

John Berger’s idea that drawing leads us to discovery.21  Scientist Richard Feynman in his much 

repeated conversation on whether the artist or the scientist sees more beauty in a flower – determined 

that by discovering the workings of the flower and how it influences insects and how they work – the 

scientist could appreciate more beauty in the flower than the artist could.  Yet Feynman with his 
insatiable appetite to discover, employed drawing to calculate and re-figure equations into visual signs, 

“I wanted very much to learn to draw,” Feynman said “ for a reason that I kept to myself: I wanted to 

convey an emotion I have about the beauty of the world.……it’s a feeling of awe- of scientific awe- which 

I felt could be communicated through a drawing to someone who had also had this emotion. It could 

remind him for a moment of this feeling about the glories of the Universe.” Perhaps Feynman 

understood that through focusing the restless eye into steadied observation – much like the attitude of a 

tele or micro scope, there is, in the hand to eye (seeing and recording) process of observational drawing 
–a connection made between the observer and that which is being observed and through that 

connection comes discovery. The textures Hadfield captures in his images ring memory bells 

programmed inside us from the earliest of times. Full of materials we know and resonate with, from the 

 

19  K. A. Zimmermann, ‘Pareidolia: Seeing Faces in Unusual Places’ 11/12/12, in Live Science online, (Accessed 
1/12/13) http://www.livescience.com/25448-pareidolia.html 

20 S. Perry, ‘Why we See Jesus in a Piece of Toast or Hear Bing Crosby amid Static’, 11/21/13 in MINNPOST online 
(Accessed 1/12/13) http://www.minnpost.com/second-opinion/2013/11/why-we-see-jesus-piece-toast-or-hear-bing-
crosby-amid-static 

21 J. Berger Berger on Drawing, Ireland: Occasional press, 2007   
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depths of our emotional and intellectual experience and from our skin and bones. Hadfield’s images, are 

pictures of the stuff we come from and are made of.  This physical and perceptual resonance with 

ourenvironment concerns the philosopher Merleau- Ponty, whose thesis The Phenomenology of 

Perception (published 1945) ‘equates ...a phenomenologically based concept of perception with our 

active involvement with the world’ 22 Eric Matthews in his text Being in the World tells us ‘... the heart of 
any phenomenological philosophy must be the description of perception, and Merleau-Ponty’s term for 

our pre-reflective experience of being in the world is perception’23  However Merleau-Ponty, does not 

objectify perception by ‘explaining perception’24 rather he starts from our subjective experience and 

‘describes that experience...increase[s] our understanding of what it means to perceive the world’ ‘...the 

physical perception of the body being-in-the-world is a phenomenology of perception. This pre-

theoretical human experience is ‘...the way in which meaning emerges in the world from the interaction 

between human subjects and the objects of their experience’ ‘The phenomenological world is the sense 

which is revealed where the paths of my various experience intersect, and also where my own and other 
people’s intersect and engage each other like gears.’ 25 Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on looking and being, 

developed first from his accepting a separation between consciousness and the object – and then later 

to seek an ‘intertwining,’26 between the seer and the thing. As though in the process of observing, the 

observed and the observer collaborate in a mutual act of discovery.   

    

Figure 4:  Cmdr_Hadfield Lake Poopo Bolivia27     M.Foá’s drawn interpretation 

 

22 E. Matthews, The Philosophy of Merleau-Ponty, Durham: Acumen Publishing 2002, p 7 8 

23 Ibid. 

24 E.Matthews, The Philosophy of Merleau-Ponty, Durham: Acumen Publishing 2002, p 7 8 

25 M. Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans C. Smith, London, New York: Routledge, 2002, p. xxii. 

26 M. Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception, trans C. Dallery, US: North Western University Press, 1964. 

27  @Cmdr_Hadfield 11:49-13 april 2013 ‘Lake Poopo Bolivia. The water level goes up and drown dramatically with E; Nino, revealing a 
myriad of faces’ Accessed 30th December 2014 . 
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That we each have our subjective point of view, and at the same time interrelate as part of the  whole, 

underlines the existence of multiple  interpretations of the world. There are countless ways to read a 

picture and each one of us can add to those readings with our different points of view   In an online 

video Hadfield answers this question posed by many of his followers  “What do you most enjoy about 

being on the International Space Station?  
”My favourite thing is looking out the window because it’s fundamental for your soul to see the world that 

way [Hadfield gestures his hand over his heart],..…to see it as one small place one bubble of air that 

keeps us all alive, that we’re responsible for, and just how close we are to each other, it’s a perspective 

that’s healthy for us to see as a species and I’m doing my very best to let everybody see that as clearly 

as I can,” while his message is both altruistic and almost prophet like in the context of delivery (spoken 

to camera while floating in the space station), Hadfield’s images might I suggest inspires his audience in 

different ways. His photographs that visualize our landscape, reveal to us the importance of caring for 

our fragile planet, while also teaching us how to gently grow away… to lift up off our planet’s surface, out 
of our comfort zone, and to ease away, one small step at a time. Perhaps Commander Hadfield by 

giving us his many and marvelous images of earth, is not only teaching us to be a “ healthy species”, but 

also preparing us, (in another example of the Fictual; art weaving into life and then life weaving back 

again), to explore and discover. Is it possible that Hadfield might be planting seeds, enabling us to begin 

to think about how to boldly go ‘where no one has gone before.’?    

                         

Figure 5:  Cmdr_Hadfield Ankara 28                   M.Foá’s drawn interpretation 29 

 

28 @Cmdr_Hadfield 5:53 AM- 18 April 2013 ‘Dry lake like a bunny in the unmistakable outback’ Accessed  30th Dec 2014 

29  Planet Earth is Blue- an animated selection of M. Foa’s drawings and Chris Hadfields photographs, illustrating the reductive 
translations that M Foa made in order to show precisely what she saw in each photograph- and therefore revealing how drawing can 
show to another that which the viewer has seen, more clearly than words.    http://youtu.be/zi7R_WFfRMM  


